


1999 version of the project proposed to store Colorado River water in the groundwater system 
below the Cadiz property and only export it in dry years. At this time, and throughout the 
following decade, the Tribe opposed these proposals. 

The Chemehuevi people of the Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians resided in this 

region since time immemorial. These deserts are our homelands and a source of teaching for 
Native youth. The water sources found in the mountains and low desert represent a connected 

landscape found in story, song, and ritual through the Salt Song Trail of the Chemehuevi and 
southern Paiute Tribes. These places are key to connecting our children and grandchildren to our 
past and our culture. The sites, seeps, and springs are living history and preserve cultural and 
historical legacies. The protection of this region means we can continually teach traditional ways 
in traditional settings. These are invaluable lessons that cannot be taught in a classroom. 

As a sovereign nation, our Tribal people were given instruction by the Creator to respect the 
landscapes where the Creator placed us. Our traditional lands have significant spiritual, cultural, 
and non-renewable resources that guide our people spiritually and physically. The retention of 
culture, language, traditions, and land-based reference areas prominent in Tribal songs and oral 
history is critical to our well-being as a people. 

We welcome the new scientific and peer-reviewed study published in the Journal for 
Environmental Forensics as it highlights the true nature of the springs in the Cadiz area, and 
supports what we have known all along, that this project will cause irreversible harm. The Cadiz 
Project threatens the traditional lands of our Tribe. The Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission 
Indians expresses its full opposition to the Cadiz Project and commits to stopping this threat to 
tribal culture and sacred lands. 
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